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Introduction 

For purposes of this presentation, we will refer to two events caused by heavy wet snow and high winds 
on Nov 29th:  1) transmission event and 2) storm event.  The transmission event refers to the loss of 
transmission elements on the bulk power system and the storm event refers predominately to 
distribution related outages. 
 
This presentation provides an overview of the storm impacts, as well as Nova Scotia Power’s preparation 
and response, and specifically provides detail on the three matters raised by the Board: 
 
1) the transmission failure in Port Hawkesbury which led to the interruption of power generated in Cape 

Breton; 
 

2) the failure that occurred in Memramcook and how that resulted in the loss of transmission 
interconnection with N.B.; and, 
 

3) the sequence of events associated with the failures, the resulting load shedding throughout the 
province and subsequent restoration events.  



 First storm related customer outage 1:20 AM on Nov 29  

 Last customer storm outage restored at 3:47 PM on Dec 1.  

 99.88% of customers were restored within 48 hours. 

 267,074 customers impacted at peak of event  - 217,039 transmission event, 50,035 storm event. 
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Event Overview: Nov 29 to Dec 1  
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Peak Customers Impacted 
Nov 29, 2018 at 10AM 

267,074 Customers 
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Storm Outages 

Forecasted Storm Outages 
50k (Nov 28 4AM Weather Forecast) 
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Pre Event Planning 
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Storm Preparedness 

 Nova Scotia Power reinvests in the power system every year 
o More than $150 million per year invested in the power system (Transmission, Distribution and 

Generation) as we adapt to the changing climate, which is bringing stronger, more frequent winds 
and storm events to Nova Scotia 

• Equipment upgrades and maintaining transmission, distribution and generation reliability 
• Cutting back trees from rights-of-way 
• Storm hardening the system along our 32,000 km of lines 

o Redundancy is built into our transmission system 
• Five transmission lines between mainland NS and Cape Breton 
• Three transmission lines between mainland NS and New Brunswick 

 
 Nova Scotia Power was well prepared for the November 29 storm 

o Tracked storm 4 days out. Emergency Operations Center activated on 12pm Nov 28. 
• Nov 27 4 AM Forecast – predicted system impact of 15k-30k customers 
• Nov 28 4 AM Forecast – predicted system impact of 50k-85k customers 
• Nov 28 8 PM Forecast – predicted system impact of 65k-100k customers  

o Pre-staged crews across Nova Scotia.  Additional contractor crews were secured and strategically place around the 
province. 

 
 Nova Scotia Power experienced unprecedented transmission interruptions  

o Complete loss of both Cape Breton and New Brunswick transmission links has never happened before 
o Grid responded as per NERC & NPCC standards – protecting against worse damage and longer outages 
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Weather Forecasting & Analysis - Wind 
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 The forecasted wind gusts across the province were all below the warning threshold 48 hours prior to 
the event.  Subsequent forecasts included wind gusts above warning levels in Cape Breton.   

 Actual wind gusts experienced during the event were in line with the 24 hour forecast and as a result the 
predicted damage and affected customers for non-transmission related events was accurate. 

 



 Significant ice accumulation was experienced on the transmission system in the northeastern Nova 
Scotia. This ice accumulation resulted in outages to the four bulk power transmission lines that make up 
Cape Breton export (as well as a fifth 138kV line) the morning of Nov 29. 

 The 8pm Nov 28 weather forecast for the northeastern Nova Scotia is illustrated below.  This is not an 
uncommon forecast during Nova Scotia winters, and did not indicate a potential hazard to our 
transmission network. 
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Weather Analysis & Forecasting – Temperatures & 
Precipitation 
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Transmission Event 



 The Nova Scotia transmission system is designed and operated in accordance with standards set by the 
North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC), the Northeast Power Coordinating Council 
(NPCC), and the System Design Criteria approved by the Nova Scotia Utility and Review Board.  

  

 NERC and NPCC standards require system operators to be able to shed load in extreme events in which 
local transmission systems are lost so that outages do not spread to other jurisdictions, such as the large 
scale blackouts in the Northeast of 1965, 1977, and 2003. 

  

 NERC and NPCC standards were changed after the 2003 Northeast blackout to allow for automatic 
systems to better survive major transmission events.  

o The NS Power system did not experience a complete blackout (as defined by NERC) on November 
29; however it was one of the most serious system events we have had in our history.  

o The transmission split into two islands – Cape Breton and mainland Nova Scotia – and the 
automatic systems required by NERC and NPCC performed as expected, so the transmission links 
could be quickly restored. 
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NSP Transmission System Overview 
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Ice Build-up on Lines in Northeastern NS 

Moose River Antigonish Area (L8004) 

 NS Power transmission lines were designed in line with NERC standards and built to allow for 
sagging with a half-inch radius ice load.  

 During this event NS Power employees observed at least double the amount of ice accumulated 
on transmission and distribution lines. 
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Transmission System Impacted 



Transmission Event - Timeline 
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 The following chart illustrates the sequence of events on the transmission system and the impact of 
these events on the power system frequencies on Mainland NS and in Cape Breton. The Mainland NS 
frequency fluctuated between 59.3 Hz to 60.5 Hz as some load self-restored and wind generation 
fluctuated, resulting in additional under frequency load shedding . 



 There are five transmission lines linking mainland Nova Scotia and Cape Breton : L6515 (138kV), L7003 
(230kV), L7004 (230kV), L7005 (230kV ) and L8004 (345kV).  These five lines originate in Port 
Hawkesbury and experienced outages on November 29 due to adverse weather conditions (ice and 
wind). 

 

 3:57 am – L6515 faulted leaving Cape Breton export with 4 bulk power lines in service and no limitations 
to the current amount of energy be transferred. The fault location predicted the issue to be around 
Antigonish, but after patrolling no cause was found (typically indicating ice buildup and galloping as the 
outage cause) and the line was returned to service on Nov 29 at 3:44 pm.  

 

 5:41 am – L7003 faulted near Trenton this reduced Cape Breton export to three transmission lines. At 
the time of the fault there were 342 MW on Cape Breton export, which could transmitted over the 
remaining three transmission lines.  A broken overhead ground wire was identified as the cause of the 
outage and repairs were made. L7003 was returned to service on Nov 29 at 1:55 pm. 

 

 6:33 am – L7005 faulted near Onslow this reduced the Cape Breton export to two transmission lines 
L8004 and L7004. These two lines had the capacity to transport the 420 MW that was being transmitted 
on Cape Breton export at the time of the fault. The cause of the outage was an overhead ground wire 
that sagged into a conductor. L7005 was returned to service on Nov 30 at 6:44 pm.  
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Cape Breton Transmission Event 



 When L7005 tripped, additional generation on the mainland was “called” to startup and all remaining 
transmission lines became top priorities for power flow on the mainland.  

 

 7:05 am – L8004 faulted near Antigonish, at this time there was 410 MW on Cape Breton export, L7004 
concurrently tripped. Restoring L8004 was the top priority as this line has the highest capacity for Cape 
Breton export.  At 10:30 a broken overhead ground wire and a conductor sagging into a distribution line 
were found on L8004. Repairs were made and the line was retuned to service at 11:48 am.  A broken 
spar arm was found on L7004, it was safely returned to service at 4:02 pm. 

 

 When L7004 & L8004 tripped, Cape Breton became isolated from the mainland and was considered an 
“islanded” power system.  

o This caused a surplus of power in Cape Breton and a deficit  of energy on the mainland.  

o Excess power causes frequency to rise – Lingan 4, Point Tupper, Wreck Cove 2, Port Hawkesbury 
Biomass and 25 MW of Wind were tripped to avoid damaging the generators due to high frequency.  

o Maritime Link reacted and sent some excess power to Newfoundland. 

o The power that was lost from the Cape Breton separation was instantly made up by the intertie to 
New Brunswick; the NSP Control Centre Operator took action to limit the load on the intertie to a 
safe level to prevent the intertie from overloading. 
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Cape Breton Transmission Event 
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Generation Profile 
(After loss of CBX, Before loss of NBX – Nov 29th 8:57 am) 

CBX Out 
of Service 

NB Import 
273.4 MW  

Burnside 72.2 MW 
Tuft’s Cove 89.1 MW 

Trenton 107.5 MW 
Lingan 136.3 MW 

Point Aconi 137 MW 

Brooklyn Energy 20.3 MW 

Wind Mainland 203.4 MW 

Wind CB 0.2 MW 

Hydro Mainland 112.2 MW 

Hydro CB 0.1 MW 

Total Mainland 
Generation 604.7 MW 

Total Cape Breton 
Generation 273.6 MW  
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New Brunswick Intertie Event 

 The Nova Scotia section of the intertie is composed of three transmission lines, L6535 (138kV), 
L6536(138kV) and L8001(345kV). There are three matching lines in New Brunswick. 

 

 8:20 am – A 345kV transmission line in New Brunswick between Salisbury and Memramcook tripped on 
a phase-to-phase fault in heavy snow and wind conditions, which left two 138kV transmission lines in 
New Brunswick for the NB/NS intertie.  

 

 8:46 am – One of the remaining 138kV lines in New Brunswick tripped on a phase-to-ground fault.  

 

 8:58 am – The remaining 138kV line in New Brunswick tripped off. 
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New Brunswick Intertie Event 

 With the loss for the New Brunswick intertie, Nova Scotia was isolated from the North American grid 
and mainland Nova Scotia effectively becoming another “islanded” power system. 

 

 The islanded mainland Nova Scotia power system did not have sufficient generation from Trenton, Tufts 
Cove, and hydro and wind systems to meet  demand. 

o This caused the frequency to drop, resulting in under-frequency load shedding protection to be 
activated, as per NERC and NPCC standards. 

o Load was dropped and picked up as the protection system attempted to stabilize the power 
system.  

o This continued until the power system was stabilized at 11:40 am with the restore of L8004 and the 
NB intertie, at which point curtailed customers could begin to be restored as transmission capacity 
and generation were brought back online.   
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Generation Profile 
(After loss of CBX and NBX – Nov 29th 9:05 am) 

CBX Out 
of Service 

NB Import  
0 MW  

Burnside 58.1 MW 
Tuft’s Cove 82.5 MW 

Trenton 94 MW 
Lingan 133.5 MW 

Point Aconi 138.1 MW 

20.3 Brooklyn Energy MW 

Wind Mainland 177 MW 

Wind CB 0.2 MW 

Hydro Mainland 107 MW 

Hydro CB 0.1 MW 

Total Mainland 
Generation  538.9 MW 

Total Cape Breton 
Generation  271.9 MW  

NBX Out 
of Service 
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Storm & Transmission  
Event Response 
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Storm Damage across Nova Scotia 

 
Peak outages: 267,074 

customers 
(217,039 transmission 
event, 50,035 storm 

event) 
 

Outage events: 901 
 



 Customer Care was fully staffed for this event and supported by Storm Trooper resources from 
across the business. 

 
 Resources peaked at 130 Customer Service Associates and storm troopers on the phones on 

November 29. 
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Customer Care Response 

Storm Metrics 
Nov 29, 1:00 

AM –  
Dec 1, 4:00 PM 

Total Outage calls delivered to NSP outage line   141,372 

Number of customers who opted to self serve via outage line 115,151 

Customer Service Associate answered calls (live) 13,049 

% self serve customers 81.45% 

Average speed of Answer (in seconds) 78 

Service Level (% answered in 45 seconds or less) 95.65% 

Views to nspower.ca (including outage map) 522,858 

Views of  Outage Map 921,000 
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Customer  & Stakeholder Engagement 

 Public notification of EOC activation: media release, Facebook post, Twitter, outage map 
banner, and nspower.ca homepage banner. 
 Part of storm response includes having an NSP representative on site at the provincial 

EMO for the duration of the event. 
 

 Media: 5 news releases and 24 media interviews. 
 

 Stakeholder outreach:  Ongoing direct communication with key stakeholders. 
 

 Customer outreach:  Over 1,500 proactive outbound calls to key accounts, healthcare 
institutions and  critical care customers throughout the event. 
 

 Social media engagement: Over 45,000 reactions, comments, and shares on social media.  
 Regular tracking of public sentiment is part of our storm response plan. 
 72% of social media sentiment was neutral/positive. 

 
 
 
 
 
 


